
Leading from the 
boardroom living room
live, unfiltered conversations with global executives



Our impact
Empowered +5,000 emerging female leaders 

Established an online network of +12,000  

Provided +2,000 hours of leadership development & strategic advisory

Established an elite network of +700 business leaders globally



our guest speaker, Vijay Deol, President &
Representative Director at en world, Japan.

Vijay began his career in professional talent recruitment in

2004 as part of Wall Street Associates K.K., the predecessor of

en world Japan K.K. Vijay departed in 2012 to establish the

Japan base of operations for a British multinational recruitment

firm. He returned in 2017 to serve as President and

Representative Director after the rebranding to en world.

With thanks to  

And moderator, Natsumi Funabiki,
Client Lead, Japan at The Dream Collective



Why has Japan been slower to adapt to more
modern styles of work such as remote work?

Deeply entrenched culture: lots of value placed on being seen working hard and showing

up physically. 

Relationship building is so crucial: there is a strong sense of community that comes from

being together in person, which is more challenging to achieve virtually.

Resistant to change: there is a comfort in the known and an avoidance of the unknown

which is likely more paramount in Japan than other cultures.



How can businesses ensure they are effectively
supporting remote work into the future?

Implement technology and tools that support optimal working from home conditions so that

employees feel equipped to perform in this new environment.

Prioritise effective communication amongst teams: create policies and procedures

accordingly.  

Make the effort to engage employees:  At en world, President and Representative Director, Vijay,

provides weekly updates detailing business results, austerity measures, success stories etc.



What is your advice for emerging female leaders?

Take ownership of your own performance: be proactive, raise your hand, ask for

what you want.

Lead from the front: set an example.

Have a holistic view of your relationships in the organisation and if there aren't

strong female role models within the organisation, seek some externally.
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Let's Stay Connected

Sign up to receive future updates for the series,

Leading From The Living Room.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/little-girl-big-dream/
https://www.facebook.com/MyLGBD/
https://www.instagram.com/_thedreamcollective_/
https://www.thedreamcollective.com.au/
https://emergingleaders.thedreamcollective.com.au/signup

